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Some may say that outside of building your grow house, germination is the most important step 
in the entire process. During germination, you are taking a seed and bringing it to life, so that it 
may grow into a luxurious healthy plant that produces beautiful resinous buds. Before you begin 
the germination process it is important to know how old your seeds are and where they have been 
stored. Cannabis seeds are capable of germinating for several years, but the seed viability declines 
year over year. There have been growers that have sprouted seeds after twenty years in storage; 
however, it is important to remember that the germination rate decreases as the seeds age. The best 
way to store seed is in a freezer at 32ºF or lower. You will also want to use some kind of desiccant (a 
hygroscopic substance used as a drying agent) to keep any moisture from penetrating your seeds. 
There are several ways to germinate seeds, but I will share with you the method I use, as my success 
rate is always 90% or above.

So you’ve bought some seeds or clones and now have the daunting task of making them grow. It’s 
all fun and games when you’re shopping for exciting strains and envisioning the outcome based on 
pictures, but the buyer’s remorse is creeping up now that it’s on you to bring them to maturity. While 
it is a formidable hurdle to overcome, it’s part of the fun of being a parent to your little plant children. 
You get to nurture these tiny tidbits of life into something special and it all starts here. 

GERMINATION: 



SEED STARTER KITS: 

There are many brands on the market 
that sell these kits. The kits generally 
vary from 8 to 72 plugs and come with 
three key items that ensure an almost 
100% germination rate. These items are:

Starter Plugs:

Made of peat, these are what you start your germination process in. You want to soak the peat pellets 
in water and allow sufficient time for them to expand. You can even add a rooting supplement to the 
water for added security. A great rooting supplement I would highly recommend is “Roots Excelerator” 
by House and Garden. Once the starter plugs have soaked you want to place your seed ¼” below the 
surface and then cover them gently. I also recommend placing the seed in with the pointed end up so 
when the seed cracks open the root will be facing upwards. The seed will then be forced to turn down 
toward the center of gravity and push the flower portion upwards. These steps allow for the plant to 
shed its seed hull, and emerge above the surface as a strong seedling.

Humidity Dome:

This is an enclosed dome, generally made of plastic, where the plugs are stored while the seeds are 
germinating. These domes are great because they keep the humidity around 70-90%, which is ideal 
for cannabis seeds when germinating. The moisture trapped inside goes to work along with the heat 
to produce the ideal environment for your germinating seeds.

http://www.house-garden.us/products/
http://www.house-garden.us/products/


Heating Pad:

The heating pad will go underneath your humidity dome and will generally require a power source to 
plug into. The purpose of the heating pad is to provide your seeds need with a warm environment to 
help with germination. You want the temperature where your seeds are germinating to be between 
70º-75ºF. A little tip - if you do not have a heating pad or the kit you bought doesn't come with 
one, turn your grow lights on to a low setting (if your lights have variable settings) and place the 
germinating seeds on top of the light. This will produce a similar heat effect as the heating pad 
and will allow for maximum germination of your seed. Seeds generally take 7-14 days to germinate 
depending on the vigor. Once sprouted, you will want them to be placed under a low-intensity light 
until the plant produces 2-3 sets of leaves, then gradually increase the temperature as your plant 
continues to grow.

Watering: 

Water is the primary life source for your plant, but it 
can also be the source of your plant’s demise. Water 
is an element in growing that should not be taken 
lightly and should be analyzed to a precise science. 
The best water to use for optimal results is Reverse 
Osmosis (RO). One trick I use when watering plants 
is the lift test - I water my plants thoroughly until I 
achieve about 20% runoff in the plant’s saucer. I know 
it’s time to water again when I can lift the pot with 
little to no effort. Another telltale hack for watering is 
to stick your finger 2-3” down in the soil - if it feels dry 
it's time to water again.

You want the temperature of your water to be around 
64º-68ºF. Think of it this way: you want the plant to 
have a cool drink of water, but not too cold or hot as 
to shock the plant. When growing in soil this isn’t as 
important as when growing in hydroponics. Plants are 
not used to growing solely in water, so you want the 
water to be welcoming and inviting, not shocking. It’s 
like diving from the hot tub straight into the pool, it 
might jolt you awake, but it freaks the hell out of your 
insides.



Temperature: 

Maintaining a consistent temperature in your 
cultivation tent/facility will allow your plants to thrive 
without stunting. Cannabis plants require both a 
‘lights on’ and ‘lights off’ period. When you are in the 
‘lights on’ period you want your room temperature to 
be around 75ºF. When you enter your ‘lights off’ period 
your room should be between 68º-70ºF. This will keep 
your plant from getting shocked and stunted.

PH:

The pH of your water is another aspect that must not 
be overlooked or it could (and probably will) be the 
end of your plant. You want your water's pH to range 
anywhere from 5.8 – 6.8. Whether you’re growing 
hydroponically or in soil pH will determine which end 
of the acid to alkaline spectrum you are running on. 
If your goal is to grow hydroponically then you will 
want your pH on the lower end, around 5.8. This allows 
for the best environment for nutrient uptake by your 
plant. If you are growing in soil you will want to be on 
the higher end of the spectrum. I generally prefer to 
grow in soil and run my PH at 6.3, as this produces 
the best results for my system. Always test the pH of 
your water before adding any nutrients to the water 
and then test the pH again afterward. If the pH after 
applying nutrients is too high or low there are buffers 
on the market that will raise or lower it. The key here is 
to understand your water both pre and post nutrient 
addition.



Parts Per Million (PPM): 

The concentration of solubles (minerals) is measured by Parts Per Million and going to be important 
to know when you are watering your plant. PPM is the primary notifier in helping you identify any 
contaminants in your water. If you using tap water you are naturally going to have some solubles in 
your water, as tap water can contain chemicals and/or microbes. 

A long time ago I was growing in a beach town in North Carolina. The only water that was available 
for use was well water. I never tested the water for its contaminants and just assumed it was “good 
water”. Big mistake! The water’s PPM were over 600 before I even added any nutrients or supplements. 
Once I started adding all of my additives and nutrients my PPM was over 2300. Needless to say, 
my plants quickly became brown and crusted. I couldn’t figure it out at first, but in time I learned my 
lesson to always test your water before and after watering your plants.

Most cannabis plants at maximum can only handle up to 1200 PPM, so that's why it’s important to 
measure your PPM before introducing any additional additives into your water. Ideally, you would 
want to use RO water as it contains zero PPM and allows you to start with a blank canvas. It’s worth 
noting that you should begin by feeding your plants on the lower end of the PPM scale at the start of 
the vegetation and flowering stage. Generally, I like to start at around 400 PPM and slowly ramp-up 
until the end of the cycle. For flowering, my peak is during week 5, then I wean down to zero nutrients 
over a period of 2-3 weeks.



Soil Moisture Content: 

Moisture will also play an integral role in the watering schedule of your cannabis plant. When you 
water your crops you want about 20% to run off and out of the pot. This will ensure that you give it the 
proper amount of water. When the soil begins to dry, the roots will stretch to find more water, which 
is a beneficial action for your plants' growth. Using a moisture meter will ensure you are watering at 
proper intervals. If you don't have a moisture meter then use the finger test (stick your finger down in 
the soil about 2”-3” to see how wet your soil is). If it’s completely dry then go ahead and water again. 

Overwatering your plant will create a saturated environment where harmful bacteria will grow and 
create root rot. If you get root rot there really isn’t a cure. Root rot in a cannabis plant can pretty 
much spell DEATH. Think of someone pouring more water in your mouth than you can drink at one 
time...you would drown. Should you be growing in a hydroponics system instead of soil you will have 
multiple integrals of watering per day. Check with the recommendation of the system you are using, 
but remember hydroponics is just as susceptible to root rot (potentially even more), so don’t let those 
roots stay saturated for too long and make sure they get a chance to completely dry out.



Knowing the gender of your plant is going to be a major factor in the outcome of your grow. Female 
flowers are what produces those big fat colas that are full of crystals we all strive to obtain. While 
male plants are producing pollen sacs (instead of flowers) that will, in turn, pollinate the female 
plant to produce seeds. There are also plants called Sinsemilla (meaning without seed). These are 
female cannabis plants that have been bred to specifically produce a female plant without seeds on 
a consistent level. When you go to buy seeds from a vendor you will see a section called feminized 
seeds, and these seeds are guaranteed to produce female plants every time.

Now should you buy regular seeds (and they will be labeled as such by the vendor) you are going to 
get a ratio of female to male plants. Males serve one purpose in the growing process and that is using 
a male in a breeding program for its select traits. Approximately four weeks into growth you will be 
able to identify any males that may be present in your grow. You will want to look at the internodes 
to determine this. The internode can be located where the leaves extend from the branch. If you have 
a male you will see pollen sacs. These generally look like bananas hanging from a small anther. These 
are your pre-flowers that you will use to determine a male. If you do not see pre-flowers at week four 
then check again at week six and they will be developed.

Determining a female flower is much like determining the sex of a male plant. Again around week 
four, you will want to look at the internode spaces. If it's a female you will see small bracts (these look 
like teardrops) attached to the internodes. They may even have some small hairs growing outside of 
them. These bracts will also collect any pollen in the environment, so that is why it is key to remove any 
males before pollen sacs open. Failing to do so will result in a pollinated female that will not contain 
high levels of THC and will also be seeded.

On occasion, you may run into a plant that has both male and female traits. We call these types of 
plants Hermaphrodites. Various factors, from bad breeding to environmental factors like stress, can 
cause a plant to “hermie”. Regardless of why your plant hermies you will want to remove these from 
your growing environment, as they will pollinate your other females. Additionally, these plants will not 
produce any kind of quality bud, so it’s just not worth moving forward with them.

Sexing: 



Transplanting: 

Each grower is going to have his/her ideal size pot that they will want to grow their cannabis plant in, 
but we all start with a small 1-2 gallon container. As the plant grows it needs to be placed in a bigger 
pot to support root growth. As a grower, you don’t want your plant to become rootbound. Rootbound 
is when your plants' roots outgrow the size of the pot and begin to choke themselves out. This causes 
a stunting of your growth and will keep you from achieving maximum results. All transplanting should 
take place in the vegetative stage and never in the flowering stage. The reason for this is that after 
you transplant your cannabis plant it will experience a slight shock. The rule of thumb I use is that 
for every 12” your plant grows in height, your plant will require approximately 2 gallons of soil. If you 
are growing indoors I recommend that you stay at a 5-gallon pot or less, because anything larger will 
cause you to run into height issues. If growing outdoors, you can use as large of a size as you would 
like. I find you will achieve the best results transplanting into your final pot two weeks before you enter 
your flowering stage. This will allow for your plant to recover from the shock of transplanting and also 
allow your roots to begin filling in the pot.

When you are ready to transplant you are going to want to water your plant 1-2 days before. The soil 
should be moist so that it will hold its shape, and not wet to the point where it will fall apart when 
removed from the pot. If your soil is too dry you will also run into issues of the soil falling away from 
the root zone. To transplant, first place about 12-18” of soil into your new container, and sprinkle some 
microbial powder on the top of the soil (I use Xtreme Gardening Azo’s). Take your plant, hold it at 
the base of the stalk, and turn your container upside down. Your plant should break free from the 
pot easily. Now break the soil of at the bottom of the plant’s soil base and sprinkle some beneficial 
microbes around that area. Place your plant into the new container and fill around with soil. Once 
you have completed this step, your transplant is complete. I recommend giving the plant a thorough 
watering with some Vitamin B (I prefer Advanced Nutrients B-52) and also mix in a product called 
Mammoth Microbes. I have found that this reduces shock significantly and allows your plant to 
continue growth within 72 hours. You can transplant as many times as you would like, just remember 
that when getting ready to enter flowering, you should have all transplanting done, and do not 
transplant at all during the flowering stage.

https://www.xtreme-gardening.com/azos
https://www.advancednutrients.com/products/b-52/
https://mammothmicrobes.com/


www.thccreativesolutions.com

It is my hope that these tips and insights help you take that first dive into 
the nuances of cannabis cultivation with some degree of confidence and 
curious excitement. Continue to expand your knowledge on this topic and 
others related to the cannabis industry by signing up for our newsletter at 


